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Although the signal and idler light beams produced in the process of spontaneous parametric down-
conversion are mutually incoherent and exhibit no one-photon interference, interference effects should be
observable after either the signal or the idler is reflected by a phase-conjugate mirror. The degree of coherence
can, in principle, be as large as unity. We refer to the relationship between the signal and the idler produced by
down-conversion as anticoherent and introduce a natural measure for the degree of anticoherence.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Ar, 42.65.Hw

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of spontaneous, parametric down-conversion
has served as the source of photons for numerous experi-
ments in recent years. In this process a pump photon, inci-
dent on a nonlinear crystal, in effect splits into two photons,
usually known as the signal and the idler photon, which are
highly correlated in time@1–3# and emerge in an entangled
quantum state. The high rate at which photon pairs can be
detected in coincidence leads to a large violation of classical
probability @4,5#. The down-conversion process has also
been used to demonstrate certain quantum interference ef-
fects, both with one and with two down-converters@6–10#.

On the other hand, direct one-photon~or second-order!
interference between the signal and the idler has never been
observed in spontaneous down-conversion; the signal and
idler beams always behave as mutually incoherent. We wish
to draw attention to the fact that the emerging two light
beams can, however, be made mutually coherent and to ex-
hibit interference after one or the other is reflected from a
phase-conjugate mirror. Hence mutual coherence can be es-
tablished between two light beams that start off as mutually
incoherent.

II. THEORY

We take the energy for the parametric interaction at the
down-converter between the signal, the idler, and the pump,
each of which is treated as monochromatic for simplicity, to
be given by

ĤI5\g@v0e
22ivtâs

†~ t !ai
†~ t !1H.c.#, ~1!

wherev is the frequency of both the signal and the idler. For
simplicity, we treat the strong coherent pump field as classi-
cal and of complex amplitudev0e

22ivt and only the down-
converted fieldsâs ,âi are quantized. The coupling constant
g, which depends on the nonlinear susceptibility of the
down-converter, is assumed to be real. If the initial quantum

state of the down-converted field is the vacuum, then the
stateuc(t)& in the interaction picture after a timet that is
short compared with the mean time interval between down-
conversions, but long compared with the coherence time of
the down-converted light, may be written@7#

uc~ t !&5muvac&s,i2 igtv0u1&su1& i . ~2!

We have made the assumption thatugtv0u!1, umu'1, so that
terms with more than two photons make a very small contri-
bution and may be neglected.

If the signal and idler waves of complex amplitudesâs
and âi come together and mix, then the expectation of the
intensity of the resultant field is given by

^ Î &5^c~ t !u~ âs
†eius1âi

†eiu i !~ âse
2 ius1âie

2 iu i !uc~ t !&,
~3!

in which us and ui are phase shifts that characterize the
propagation from source to detector. From Eqs.~2! and ~3!
we readily find for the resultant light intensity

^ Î &52ugtv0u2. ~4!

This is just the sum of signal and idler intensities and evi-
dently exhibits no interference. The absence of mutual coher-
ence between the signal and the idler is expressed more ex-
plicitly by the equation

^c~ t !uâs
†âi uc~ t !&505^c~ t !uâi

†âsuc~ t !& ~5!

and it can be regarded as a reflection of the fact that the field
in a two-photon state has a completely indefinite phase.

Now consider the experimental situation illustrated in Fig.
1. Both the signals1 and the idleri 1 of frequencyv produced
by down-conversion in the nonlinear crystal are reflected
back on themselves and are then labeleds2 andi 2. However,
whereas the signal is reflected by an ordinary mirrorM of
reflectivityR, the idler is reflected by the phase-conjugate
mirror ~PCM!. vs and v i label the vacuum modes entering
from the outside at the mirrorM and at the PCM, respec-
tively. The PCM is optically pumped by the two strong, co-
herent pump fields of complex amplitudesv1 ,v2 of fre-
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quency v, which, like v0, are treated classically. After
traversing the crystal PDC in the reverse direction, the two
reflected waves of amplitudes denoted byâs2 and âi2 are
allowed to come together atP, perhaps with the help of a
50%:50% beam splitter located atP, and interfere.

We begin by relating the wave amplitudes atP to those of
the light emitted by the parametric down-converter~PDC!. If
the fields are all monochromatic and of frequencyv, and if
the amplitudesâs1,âs2 refer to outgoing and incoming fields
at the position of the down-converter, respectively, then@11#

âs25~Râs1e
2 ivts1T 8âvs!e

2 ivts, ~6!

wherets is the propagation time between the PDC and the
mirrorM .R andT are the reflectivity and transmissivity of
the mirrorM from one side andR8 andT 8 from the other
side. âvs is a vacuum mode amplitude representing the field

entering from the outside atM . If ts8 is the propagation time
of the reflected signal wave from the PDC toP, then the
reflected signal atP is given by

âS5âs2e
2 ivts85~Râs1e

2 ivts1T 8âvs!e
2 iv~ts1ts8!. ~7!

We now relate the idler and the reflected idler waves in a
similar manner. From the known input-output relations of the
PCM we have@11–13#

âi25âv ie
2 ivt isec~KL !2 iei ~u11u2!tan~KL !âi1

† , ~8!

whereâv i represents the vacuum field entering the PCM and

u15argv1 and u25argv2. The t i ,t i8 are idler propagation
times from the PDC to the PCM and from the PDC toP. L is
the length of the PCM medium andK is given by

K5Guv1v2uV. ~9!

HereG is the mode coupling constant of the PCM andV is
the wave velocity in the medium of the PCM. From Eq.~8!
it then follows that the reflected idler wave atP is given by

âI5âi2e
2 ivt i85@ âv isec~KL !

2 iei ~u11u2! tan~KL !âi1
† eivt i]e2 iv~t i1t i8!.

~10!

The equation has been written so thatâi1 refers to the idler
field at the PDC.

As always, the mutual coherence between the outgoing
fields âS and âI is measured by the cross correlation
^c(t)uâS

†âI uc(t)& and with the help of Eqs.~2! and~6!–~10!
we obtain

^c~ t !uâS
†âI uc~ t !&5@m* ^vacu1 igtv0* s1

^1u i1^1uv i^0uvs^0u#@R* âs1
† eivts1T 8* âvs

† #e1 iv~ts1ts8!

3@ âv isec~KL !2 iei ~u11u2!tan~KL !eivt i âi1
† #e2 iv~t i1t i8!@muvac&2 igtv0u1&s1u1& i1u0&vsu0&v i#

5mgtv0* e
i ~u11u2!R* eiv~2ts1ts82t i8!tan~KL !. ~11!

This is nonzero in general and depends on the optical path
length. It also depends on the existence of a vacuum contri-
bution to the down-converted state, as can be seen by the
appearance of the coefficientm which is close to unity, but
not on the vacuum fields entering atM and at the PCM.uvac&
is shorthand foru0&s1u0& i1u0&vsu0&v i. It follows that, after the
idler is reflected by the PCM, there is generally mutual co-
herence between the signal and the reflected idler.

In order to calculate the degree of coherence, or the vis-

ibility, of the interference pattern, we require the average
photon numbers in modesS andI . From Eqs.~2! and~7! we
have

^n̂S&5 zâSuc~ t !& z2 ~12!

5ugtv0u2uRu2 ~13!

and from Eqs.~2! and ~10! we obtain

FIG. 1. Outline of the experiment for gener-
ating mutual coherence after reflection of one
beam by a phase conjugate mirror. PDC, para-
metric down-converter crystal; PCM, phase-
conjugate mirror; BS, beam splitter;M , mirror;
D, photodetector;s1 and i 1, the outgoing signal
and idler modes produced by the PDC;s2 andi 2,
the corresponding incoming field modes after re-
flection.
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^n̂I&5 zâI uc~ t !& z2

5 ztan~KL !@2 imu1& i12&gtv0u1&s1u2& i1] z
2

5tan2~KL !@ umu212ugtv0u2#.

As umu we assumed to be very nearly unity, andugtv0u!1,
this result can be simplified to

^n̂I&'tan2~KL !. ~14!

From Eqs.~12!–~14! the degree of coherenceugu between the
signal and the reflected idler is given by

ugu5
u^âS

†âI&u
^n̂S&

1/2^n̂I&
1/251. ~15!

The visibility V of the interference pattern, on the other
hand, is given by

V 5
2u^âS

†âI&u
^n̂S&1^n̂I&

5
2ugtv0uuRuutan~KL !u

ugtv0u2uRu21tan2~KL !
. ~16!

This is less than 1 in general, but it can become unity if
ugtv0uuRu5utan(KL) u.

III. DISCUSSION

The reason for the appearance of mutual coherence after
reflection of the idler by a PCM is most readily understood in
terms of the phase relationship between the signal and the
idler in the process of parametric down-conversion. Whereas
the phases of mutually coherent light beams are usually
equal or nearly equal, so that the phase difference is constant,
it is the sum of the phases of the signal and idler beams
produced by down-conversion that is determined. It follows
that phase reversal of either the signal or idler creates the
conditions for mutual coherence.

This suggests that it may be useful to introduce yet an-
other measure of phase correlation between two fields, be-
sides mutual coherence. In order to illustrate the idea we start
with an example from the classical domain. LetV1(t) and
V2(t) represent two independent complex random processes,
such as two optical fields. Let

V1~ t !5Ae2 i @vt1f1~ t !#,
~17!

V2~ t !5Be2 i @vt1f2~ t !#,

in which A,B,v are constants, while each of the phases
f1(t),f2(t) independently performs a one-dimensional ran-
dom walk ~Wiener process! in time. From the well-known
properties of the Wiener process we have

^eif j ~ t !&50 ~ j51,2!, ~18!

^eif j ~ t1t!2 if j ~ t !&5e2D2t2 ~ j51,2!, ~19!

^eif j ~ t1t!1 if j ~ t !&50 ~ j51,2!, ~20!

whereD is the diffusion constant. Now iff1(t) andf2(t)
are independent Wiener processes, then from Eq.~18! we
obtain for the cross correlation

G12
~1,1!~ t,t1t!5^V1* ~ t !V2~ t1t!&5^V1* ~ t !&^V2~ t1t!&50,

~21!

so that the fieldsV1(t) andV2(t) defined by Eqs.~17!–~20!
are mutually incoherent.

By contrast, let us consider the two fields

V3~ t !5Ae2 i @vt1f1~ t !#,
~22!

V4~ t !5Be2 i @vt2f1~ t !#,

which are strongly correlated. However,

G34
~1,1!~ t,t1t!5^V3* ~ t !V4~ t1t!&

5ABe2 ivt^ei @f1~ t1t!1f1~ t !#&50 ~23!

by reason of Eq.~20!, so thatV3(t) andV4(t) are also mu-
tually incoherent. Yet obviously these two cases are signifi-
cantly different.

We shall adopt the terminology thatV3(t) and V4(t)
given by Eqs.~22! are mutuallyanticoherent. In order to
include both classical and quantum fields in the definition of
anticoherence, we introduce the normally ordered correlation
function of orderN,M :

G~N,M !~x1 ,...,xN ;yM ,...,y1![^Ê~2 !~x1!•••Ê
~2 !~xN!

3Ê~1 !~yM !•••Ê~1 !~y1!&,

~24!

whereÊ(1)(x) and Ê(2)(x) are the positive frequency part
and the negative frequency part of the Hermitian fieldÊ(x)
andx,y are any space-time points. SettingÊ(1)(xr)[Ê r

(1),
we describe two fieldsÊ1 ,Ê2 as being mutually anticoherent
to some extent if

^Ê1
~2 !Ê2

~2 !&5G~2,0!~x1 ,x2!Þ0. ~25!

If two fields are partly anticoherent and if one of them is
reflected by a phase-conjugate mirror, the resulting two fields
are partly coherent.

Sometimes it is convenient also to associate a degree of
anticoherence with the field. From the Schwarz inequality we
have

uG~2,0!~x1 ,x2!u2<G~2,2!~x1 ,x2 ;x2 ,x1!, ~26!

and this suggests that we define thedegree of anticoherence
ug~2,0!u via the normalized correlation

ug~2,0!u[
uG~2,0!~x1 ,x2!u

@G~2,2!~x1 ,x2 ;x2 ,x1!#
1/2. ~27!

Then 0<ug~2,0!u<1 by definition from the Schwarz inequality.
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Let us now apply these definitions to the down-converted
signal and idler fieldsâs ,âi . With the help of the quantum
stateuc(t)& given by Eq.~2! we readily obtain

ug~2,0!u5
u^âs

†âi
†&u

^âs
†âi

†âi âs&
1/25

u igtv0*mu
ugtv0u

51, ~28!

since umu'1. It follows that the signal and idler fields pro-
duced by down-conversion are completely anticoherent.
However, after the idler is reflected by a phase-conjugate
mirror, the signal and reflected idler fields are mutually co-
herent.

It should be possible to demonstrate this phenomenon ex-
perimentally. The principal experimental problem is prob-
ably connected with the need for the PCM pump beam fre-

quency to be exactly one-half the frequency of the pump
beam for the down-converter. Alternatively, one can argue
that the effect has already been observed in interference ex-
periments with two down-converters@9#, because of the
similarity between down-conversion and phase conjugation.
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